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Abstract— Sparse support recovery techniques guarantee suc-
cessful recovery of sparse solutions to linear underdetermined
systems provided the measurement matrix satisfies certain con-
ditions. The maximum level of sparsity that can be recovered
with existing algorithms is O(M) where M denotes the size
of the measurement vector. This paper shows how this can be
improved to O(M2) by assuming certain prior knowledge about
the correlation structure of the measurements. The theory for
correlation aware framework for support recovery is developed,
which involves the Khatri-Rao (KR) product of the measurement
matrix. Necessary and sufficient conditions for unique recovery
of the sparse support are provided for this new framework
which outperforms the more traditional CS techniques in terms
of required size of the measurement vector. It also gives rise
to interesting questions of constructing classes of measurement
matrices which can exploit the prior correlation knowledge in an
effective way. 1

I. INTRODUCTION

Sparse support recovery techniques [1], [2] have gained
popularity in the signal processing community for their ca-
pability to recover the sparsest solution to a linear underde-
termined system Ax = y, where the measurement matrix
A ∈ CM×N , M < N , is fat. The ability comes from relaxing
the problem to a linear programming problem and providing
conditions under which the relaxed problem exactly recovers
the unknown sparse solution. Several sufficient conditions, in
terms of restricted isometry property (RIP) [3], coherence [4],
[7] etc. of the measurement matrix have been provided to
guarantee successful recovery either deterministically or with
overwhelming probability. These sufficient conditions relate
the recoverable sparsity to the size of the measurement vector
M . For a given N , the traditional methods so far can typically
recover S = O(M) sparsity levels [2]. Alternatively, to ensure
the recovery of sparsity level S, one needs at least O(S)
measurements.

In this paper, we introduce the concept of “correlation-
aware compressive sensing”, where we make use of our prior
knowledge about the second order statistics of the measured
signal y. Under the assumption that the entries in x are zero-
mean, statistically uncorrelated random variables, we show
that one can increase the recoverable sparsity level to as
large as O(M2). We provide deterministic conditions on
the measurement matrix A, in terms of its self Khatri-Rao
product (KR-product), under which this recovery is successful.
This also opens up interesting questions on the design of
measurement matrices.

1Work supported in parts by the ONR grant N00014-11-1-0676, and the
California Institute of Technology.

The proposed method can potentially be applied to the
multiple measurement vector (MMV) model to recover the
common sparsity support of L vectors x[l], 1 ≤ l ≤ L,
measured as y[l] = Ax[l]. A popular application of MMV
problem is that of DOA estimation in array processing (for
example, see [8]). However, these support recovery methods
do not exploit the statistical prior and can recover a maximum
of O(M) DOAs. By using “nested arrays”, proposed in [11] in
conjunction with the correlation aware framework, we exhibit
that one can recover O(M2) DOAs unambiguously.

II. UNIQUE RECOVERY CONDITIONS FOR CORRELATION

BASED MODEL

Denote y[l] ∈ CM×1, 1 ≤ l ≤ L as a set of L multiple
measurement vectors, A ∈ CM×N as the measurement matrix,
and xs[l] ∈ CN×1, 1 ≤ l ≤ L as L unknown vectors with
the same sparsity ||xs[l]||0 = D and common sparsity support
denoted by the set Sx = {i0, i1, · · · , iD−1}. So we have y[l] =
Ax[l], 1 ≤ l ≤ L. There are two measurement dimensions
associated with the MMV model: along the first of which M
samples are taken, and along the second one, L measurements
are collected. It can be shown (for example, see [5]) that
irrespective of how large L is, the maximum recoverable
sparsity from MMV model is M . We shall henceforth refer
to M as the size of measurement vector (SOMV). We make
the statistical assumptions: (i) xs[l] are i.i.d random vectors
whose nonzero entries are statistically uncorrelated:

E([xs[l]]i[xs[l]]∗k) = 0, ∀i, k ∈ Sx, i �= k, ∀l (1)

and (ii) N > M2. To develop the theoretical model, we
assume knowledge of the ideal autocorrelation matrix of the
measurement vectors y[l]. In practice, it can be estimated from
the MMV as

∑L
l=1 y[l]y[l]H , yielding the true autocorrelation

matrix in the limit as L → ∞. Note that even in the limit
L → ∞, the existing MMV support recovery methods can
only recover O(M) sparsity levels. Since the random vectors
are i.i.d, we will henceforth drop the index [l]. Then, we have
Ryy � E(yyH) = ARxxAH . Here Rxx � E(xsxs

H). As a
first step towards recovering Sx, we vectorize Ryy to obtain

z = vec(Ryy) = (A∗ ⊗ A)vec(Rxx) (2)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.

A. l0 minimization Problem

Under the assumption (1), equation (2) reduces to

z = (A∗ 	 A)rxx (3)
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where A∗ 	 A ∈ CM2×N with 	 denoting the Khatri-
Rao product (column-wise Kronecker product between two
matrices with same number of columns). Here rxx ∈ CN×1 is
a vector satisfying

[rxx]i =

{
σ2

i i ∈ Sx

o otherwise.

Notice that z in (3) can be thought of as the new measured
vector where A∗ 	 A denotes the new measurement matrix
and rxx denotes the new unknown vector. We wish to recover
the original support Sx from (3).
Fact 1: Under the assumption (1), Supp(rxx) = Supp(xs).

This shows us that the sparse support of rxx is identical
to that of xs whenever the entries in xs are uncorrelated.
This provides us with the necessary motivation to recover
Sx from (3). For support recovery, one aims to solve the l0
minimization problem:

min
x

||x||0 subject to AKRx = z (4)

where AKR � A∗ 	A. Note that the matrix AKR is still fat
since N > M2. So, in general there can be multiple solutions
to AKRx = z. To get condition on unique identifiability, we
first define the concept of “krank (kruskal rank) expandable”
matrices. Kruskal rank is extensively used in compressive
sensing literature (see, for example [5]).

Definition 1: We call matrix A as “α-Krank expandable”
matrix, if krank(A∗ 	 A) = αkrank(A) where α > 1 is a
rational number.

The concept of krank plays the sole important role to
guarantee that (4) uniquely recovers xs as given by the
following lemma (for example, see [5]):

Lemma 1: Let z = AKRrxx with ||rxx||0 = D. Then (4)
uniquely recovers rxx if and only if krank(AKR) ≥ 2D.
Hence for α-krank expandable matrix A, we can recover α
times larger sparsity levels compared to techniques which do
not exploit the uncorrelatedness. The krank of the Khatri-Rao
product of two M × N matrices follow the inequality [9]

krank(A 	 B) ≥ min(N, krank(A) + krank(B) − 1) (5)

One of our contributions is to show that by using cleverly
designed measurement matrices A, we can ensure AKR to
have krank O(M2). This will allow D = O(M2) sparsity
levels to be recovered, although the SOMV is M . We shall take
up two special matrices to demonstrate this. These matrices
(Sampling matrices I and II) are respectively inspired by the
array manifolds corresponding to ULA and nested array [11].

1) Sampling Matrix I: Let us consider A consisting of
M < N/2 consecutive rows of a N × N Vandermonde
matrix, i.e., [A]m,n = ej2π(m)tn , 1 ≤ m ≤ M, 0 < tn <
1, ∀1 ≤ n ≤ N. It has krank M . It can be shown that
A∗ 	 A for this matrix has nth column with elements
ej2π(m)tn ,−(M − 1) ≤ m ≤ (M − 1). This corresponds
to another Vandermonde matrix and its krank is 2M − 1.
Thus it attains the lower bound given by (5). In this case
α < 2, so we can improve the recoverable sparsity by
only a factor of 2.

2) Sampling Matrix II: Assume M is even and M2 < N .

Consider the matrix A =
(

Ad

As

)
where Ad ∈ C M

2 ×N

have entries given by the M/2 consecutive rows of a Van-
dermonde matrix (as the previous example) and the ele-
ments of As are given by [As]m,n = ([Ad]m,n)M/2+1. It
can be shown that A∗	A is a Vandermonde matrix with
(M2/2+M)−1 rows and hence has krank M2/2+M−1.
In this case, α > M/2 and it scales linearly with M .

Theorem 1: To recover a given sparsity D by solving (4),
the SOMV M has to be ≥ D + 1 and ≥ O(

√
D) respectively

for Sampling matrices I and II.
Hence, we see that by clever sampling strategy, we can get
unprecedented gain in the recovery of sparse signals if we
solve the ideal l0 minimization problem.

B. l1 minimization

Although solving (4) guarantees exact recovery of the
support, it is a combinatorial problem. Hence it is traditionally
relaxed [1]–[3] to solve the l1 minimization problem:

min
x

||x||1 subject toAKRx = z (6)

Define the coherence [7] of a matrix A as μ �
maxi�=j

|aH
i aj|

||ai||||aj|| where ai denotes the ith column of A and
||.|| denotes the l2 norm. One condition under which the l1
minimization problem guarantees unique recovery depends on
the coherence as given by the following theorem [7]:

Theorem 2: If Axs = y and ||xs||0 ≤ 1
2 (1 + 1

μ), then the
solution to (6) uniquely recovers xs.

In our case, the physical measurement matrix is A but the
effective measurement matrix used in (6) is AKR. We now
relate the coherence of these two matrices as (the result can
be verified by taking inner products of vectors of AKR):

Lemma 2: (Coherence property of AKR) The coherence
μKR of AKR = A∗ 	 A and the coherence μ of A are
related as μKR = μ2.

Since coherence of suitable measurement matrices is always
< 1, this implies that AKR actually has a much smaller
coherence compared to A. This can be exploited to increase
the sparsity level that can be recovered. In particular, if we
can recover a maximum sparsity of D with the original
measurement model, we can recover ∼ 2D2 sparsity level
using the uncorrelated model.

III. NONNEGATIVE SOLUTION AND DOA ESTIMATION

In the previous sections, we ignored the fact that rxx in (3)
is actually a non non negative vector. In this section, we seek
to recover the support Sx by using the additional constraint
on the unknown vector x in (6) to be non negative, i.e., solve
the problem

min
x

||x||1 subject to AKRx = z, x  0 (7)

It is to be noted that even when the autocorrelation matrix is
non ideal (i.e., estimated), the solution we are seeking is still
non negative since it contains estimated power of the sources.

A. Conditions for Perfect recovery of non negative solution

Problem (7) has been of considerable interest [6] in com-
pressive sensing. The necessary and sufficient conditions for
perfect recovery of s-sparse non negative vectors relate to the
rich theory of neighborly polytopes [6]. We shall first state
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a result (proved in [6]) when the measurement matrix is a
Vandermonde matrix (with elements on the unit circle).

Theorem 3: Let y = Ax0 where the elements of A are
given by [A]m,n = ejmtn , 1 ≤ m ≤ M, 0 < t1 < · · · < tN <
2π and x0  0. If D � ||x0||0 ≤ M and M < N/2, then x0

can be uniquely recovered by solving (7).
It is to be noted that though the recovery algorithm uses l1
minimization, it does not need coherence or RIP condition
on the measurement matrix. Rather it exploits the special
structure of the measurement matrix which happens to be
associated with a outwardly D-neighborly polytope [6] which
ensures the perfect recovery. This particular structure of the
measurement matrix is especially relevant in the application
to DOA estimation and makes it a perfect candidate for such
applications as we elaborate below. The recovery condition of
Theorem 3 assumes no noise, however, in our simulation, we
will study its performance in a noisy setting.

B. Application to DOA estimation

Consider M antennas located at ziλ/2, i = 1, 2, · · · , M
where zi are assumed integers. Assume D narrowband source
signals impinging on the antennas from directions given by the
set Θ = {θ1, · · · , θD}. The lth time sample of the received
signal vector (containing the signals at the M antennas) is
given by y[l] = Asteer(Θ)s[l] + n[l], 1 ≤ l ≤ L where
s[l] ∈ CD×1 denotes the source signal vector’s lth time
sample, n[k] denotes the vector of noise, assumed white and
uncorrelated from signal. The source signals are assumed zero
mean WSS random processes with power σ2

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ D. The
matrix Asteer(Θ) ∈ CM×D is the array manifold matrix with
elements [Asteer(Θ)]m,n = ejπzm sin θn .

Traditionally, most DOA estimation algorithms exploit the
correlation of the received data to estimate Θ. Assuming the
source signals are uncorrelated, i.e., E([s]i[l][s]j[l]∗(t)) =
0, i �= j, we compute Ryy � E(y[l]y[l]H) (which is inde-
pendent of l, and hence l can be dropped). Following [11], we
vectorize it to get

z = (A∗
steer(Θ) 	 Asteer(Θ))p + σ2

nvec(IM )

where [p]i = σ2
i denotes the power of the ith source and hence

is a positive quantity. The elements of A∗
steer(Θ)	Asteer(Θ)

are now given by ejπ(zi−zj) sin θd , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M, 1 ≤ d ≤ D.
Relation to Difference Co-array: This matrix can equivalently
be thought of as the array manifold of a virtual array, known
as the difference co-array of the original array, which has
sensors located at {zi−zj, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M}. Not all differences
map to unique integers and the number of distinct integers in
the difference co-array give rise to unique rows in A∗

steer 	
Asteer . Denote Nca as the number of distinct elements in
the co-array. Extracting the elements in z corresponding to
those distinct rows, we get the reduced sized vector [11]
z1 = Aca(Θ)p+σ2

ne. Since the difference co-array is always
symmetric about 0, the vector z1 has an odd number of
elements, the upper half being complex conjugates of the lower
half. Also, e is a vector of all zeros except for a 1 in the middle.
So far, the unknown Θ is contained in the matrix Aca(Θ) and
the matrix is tall (not fat). To convert the problem to the linear
sparse representation problem, following [8], we approximate
our model as z1 ≈ Agridptall(Θ) + σ2

ne. We divide the
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Fig. 1. Comparison of recovered DOAs by nested array and ULA for
different values of T (a) Reconstructed DOAs using nested array with D = 5,
T = 200. (b) Reconstructed DOAs using ULA with D = 5, T = 200.
(c) Reconstructed DOAs using ULA with D = 5, T = 800, and (d)
Reconstructed DOAs using nested array with D = 8, T = 400.

range [−π/2 π/2) corresponding to all possible directions,
uniformly into Nθ � Nca grid points {θ1, θ2, · · · , θNθ

} and
construct the (known) matrix Agrid ∈ CNca×Nθ with steering
vectors corresponding to the difference co-array and directions
θi, 1 ≤ i ≤ Nθ . The vector ptall(Θ) is now a sparse
vector with only D out of Nθ non zero (positive) values.
Notice, by increasing Nθ , we can approximate better. The
unknown directions of arrival are now given by the support
set of the vector ptall(Θ) and hence it becomes a sparse
support recovery problem with Agrid acting as the known
measurement matrix. In order to remove the effect of noise,
we only consider the upper (Nca − 1)/2 element subvector of
z1 and get the model

z1,u = Au
captall(Θ) (8)

where rows of Au
ca ∈ C Nca−1

2 ×Nθ correspond to elements
of the difference co-array located at {zi − zj, 1 ≤ i, j ≤
M, zi − zj > 0}.
Role of array geometries on the measurement matrix: Since
Au

ca correspond to consecutive rows of a DFT matrix, its
coherence is very high, and it increases with the number of
grid points Nθ . Hence a coherence based argument will be
unable to justify how O(M2) sparsity can be recovered using
l1 minimization. Fortunately, Theorem 3 immediately leads to:

Theorem 4: If D ≤ (Nca − 1)/2, Nθ ≥ Nca, then the
support of the positive sparse vector ptall(Θ) in (8) can be
recovered by solving (7) (using z1,u for y and Au

ca for A)
provided the physical sensor locations satisfy

{zi − zj , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M} = ±{0, 1, 2, · · · , (Nca − 1)/2} (9)
This brings us to the problem of designing physical arrays to
achieve two goals:
(i) The difference co-array contains all possible integers from
±1 to ±(Nca − 1)/2.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of resolution performance between nested array and
ULA (a) Reconstructed DOAs using nested array for D = 2, T = 200, and
(b) Reconstructed DOAs using ULA for D = 2, T = 200.

(ii) Nca should be as large as possible to ensure recovery of
maximum allowable sparsity (DOAs).

Evidently Nca ≤ M(M − 1) + 1. However, maximizing
Nca under the first constraint is an open problem. In what
follows, we will discuss how the widely used uniform linear
array is not a suitable candidate for maximizing Nca and how
the nested array (following a simple construction) gives rise
to Nca = O(M2), yet maintaining a ULA co-array:
(i) Uniform Linear Array: This array manifold is same as
Sampling matrix I. Here zi = i, so the difference co-array
has elements located at ±{0, 1, · · · , M − 1}. So, although we
get a ULA in the co-array, the value of Nca = 2M − 1 which
grows linearly with M . So the maximum number of directions
that can be identified is D ≤ M − 1.
(ii)Nested Array: This array manifold is same as Sampling
matrix II. Assuming M is even, the sensor positions are given
by {m, 1 ≤ m ≤ M/2}⋃{m(M/2+1), 1 ≤ m ≤ M/2}. The
resulting difference co-array has elements located at ±{m, 1 ≤
m ≤ M2/4+M/2−1}. Thus, not only do we have a ULA but
the maximum number of DOAs that can be recovered is given
by D ≤ M2/4 + M/2 − 1. Array manifolds corresponding
to coprime [10] arrays also produce O(M2) virtual sensors
using only O(M) physical sensors. This shows us that using
statistical prior knowledge about the unknown vector and using
cleverly designed measurement matrices (sensor locations in
this example), one can dramatically increase the maximum
sparsity level that can be recovered with a given SOMV M .
Conversely, given a sparsity level D, one needs SOMV to
be only O(

√
(D)) to recover the sparsity support, completely

independent of the number of columns Nθ.

IV. SIMULATIONS

Consider (i) a nested array, and (ii) a uniform linear array,
both with M = 6 sensors. We perform DOA estimation by
solving (7). Here Nθ = 800, SNR = 0 dB. The nested array
can identify upto 11 sources while the ULA can identify upto
5 sources. In contrast with the ideal autocorrelation model
discussed so far, we now estimate the autocorrelation matrix
by averaging over T snapshots, i.e., R̂yy =

∑T
t=1 y(t)y(t)H .

Example 1: Assume D = 5 DOAs given by
−60◦,−45◦,−30◦,−15◦, 0◦. Here D < M , so both
ULA and nested array can identify them using the correlation
based model. We plot the recovered vector in Fig. 1(a)-(c) for
both the arrays, for T = 200. It can be seen that the nested
array can identify the 5 DOAs but the ULA fails at this value
of snapshots. However, for T = 800 snapshots, it is able to
identify the 5 DOAs. In order to demonstrate the superior

identifiability of the nested array, we also plot (Fig. (1 (d)) the
recovered vector for D = 8(> M) sources impinging from
{−60◦,−45◦,−30◦, 0◦, 30◦, 36◦, 45◦, 60◦}. Here T = 400.
As can be seen, all 8 sources can be identified. We can also
notice some smaller spurious peaks which indicates that the
solution is only approximately sparse. This is due to the
mismatch between the assumed ideal autocorrelation and its
estimated value with finite snapshots.
Example 2: We now compare how well the nested array with
6 sensors can resolve two closely spaced sources compared
to an ULA. We consider two closely spaced DOAs at 30◦
and 32◦. The recovered signal for both the arrays are plotted
in Fig. 2 for T = 800. The ULA is unable to resolve the
two sources whereas the nested array can resolve them. This
is because fundamentally the nested array, in the correlation
based model, creates a much longer virtual array with
“O(M2)” new measurements.

V. FUTURE WORK

This paper considered the ideal autocorrelation model. In
practice, it is estimated from MMV model and the ideal model
will only be approximately true. It can be shown that the non
idealness translates itself to an additive noise term which is
correlated to the signal part. The immediate future direction
will be to use a LASSO type recovery algorithm to account
for this noise term and analyze its performance. It will also
be interesting to see the effect of greedy algorithms (which
are faster than solving the convex problem) on proposed
framework. A separate problem of its own interest is to derive
conditions on the RIP of the KR product of the measurement
matrix and propose a class of measurement matrices whose
KR products ensure satisfactory performance.
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